A mathematical model of phase 2 reentry: role of L-type Ca current.
Phase 2 reentry (P2R) is known to be one of the mechanisms of malignant ventricular arrhythmias, especially those associated with Brugada syndrome. However, little is known about the underlying mechanism for P2R. Our aim in this study was to simulate P2R in a mathematical model to enable us to understand its mechanism and identify a potential therapeutic target. A mathematical model of the L-type Ca current was composed according to whole cell current data from guinea pig ventricular myocytes recorded at 37 degrees C. Our mathematical model was incorporated into the modified Luo-Rudy phase 2 model. We set a dispersion in transient outward current (I(to)) density within the theoretical fiber, composed of 80 serially arranged epicardial cells with gap junctions and then observed the P2R. The dispersion in I(to) density within an only 0.8-cm epicardial theoretical fiber generated P2R with our Ca channel but not with the original model. When the P2R developed in the theoretical fiber, the calculated extracellular field potential showed coved-type ST segment elevation. We succeeded in generating P2R in our model for the first time. The local epicardial P2R may contribute the genesis of coved-type ST segment elevation in the Brugada syndrome.